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Introduction
Your SOUL NUMBER reveals your inner, private self, the underlying motivations that influence your
decisions and actions, your subconscious desires and most deeply ingrained attitudes. (It is determined by adding
the values for the vowels in your full birth name.)
You PERSONALITY NUMBER shows how you express yourself outwardly, your appearance and the image
you present, how others see you, your power of attraction and the surroundings you enjoy most. (It is determined
by adding together the values for the consonants in your full birth name.)
Your DESTINY NUMBER represents your overall aims and the path you will follow in order to accomplish
your life's purpose. (It is determined by adding together the values for all the letters in your full birth name.)
Your CAREER NUMBER shows your talents and gifts and what types of careers or vocations you are most
suited for. (It is determined by adding together the digits for your birth date).
Your MISSING NUMBER (or numbers) show your areas of weakness and what is underdeveloped in your
nature. They are determined by whatever number values are not represented in your full birth name.)
The FIRST INITIAL in your name indicates the most significant quality of your personality and the traits
which make you unique in the eyes of other people.
The FIRST VOWEL of your name reveals your instinctive reaction to people and situations.

Your Numerology report is based on the following calculations:
Total for each letter:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
A=1 B=0 C=0 D=1 E=0 F=1 G=0 H=1 I=1
J=0 K=0 L=0 M=0 N=1 O=2 P=0 Q=0 R=3
S=1 T=0 U=0 V=0 W=0 X=0 Y=0 Z=0

Consonant Total: 6 (51)
Vowel Total: 4 (22)
Grand Total: 1 (73)
Date Total: 9 (18)
Missing Number(s) are: 2 3 7
First letter is H
First vowel is A
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Your Soul Number is FOUR.
Responsible, conscientious, and rather serious, you expect to work for what you want in life, and you don't
appreciate frivolity, laziness, or inconstancy in other people. You have a strong sense of duty and you need to be
productive. You are very capable in practical affairs and may have mechanical abilities.
A well organized, structured, disciplined lifestyle appeals to you and you prefer security to excitement and
surprises. You love tradition and don't question the conventions, rules, and methods you were brought up with.
You think in clear, simple, practical terms and are honest and square in your dealings with others. Basically
conservative, you may distrust the unfamiliar and anything you feel might threaten your orderly and peaceful
existence. You never take risks unless you have laid a firm foundation for success. You may lack imagination and
the desire to learn new ways. Also, you do not allow yourself to relax and be carefree often enough. Part of the
reason for this is that others depend upon your practical abilities so much that when you do have free time, you
may find yourself fixing someone's car, helping a friend with their taxes, or doing some other chore. Try to avoid
becoming a workaholic. You deserve to play sometimes too!

Your Personality Number is SIX.
People are naturally drawn to you for advice, counseling, comfort, and assistance, for you radiate a
sympathetic and protective concern for the well-being of others. You seem motherly or fatherly, and you inspire
confidence and trust. You have a helpful, understanding demeanor and you like to be of service.
It is essential for you to be in harmonious surroundings that have a personal, loving touch. Even in your
office or work place, you will create an environment that is warm, comfortable, and "homey".
You tend to dress modestly and are not especially fashion conscious, though you do have an eye for what is
appealing and harmonious. You often put your family or other people ahead of yourself, and you may neglect your
personal appearance. Usually you have other priorities ahead of your wardrobe or personal adornment. You dress
mainly for comfort, and exotic, dramatic, flamboyant styles are definitely not for you.

Your Destiny Number is ONE.
You are creative, inventive, and innovative, and it is your desire to make some unique contribution to the
world. Following in others' footsteps is not for you. Independence, self-reliance, and originality are your
keywords. You achieve success through your own initiative and efforts, and it is best for you to work alone or be
at the head of things. You are not a team player, and do not cooperate very well with others. Sacrificing your own
beliefs or desires in order to "fit in" just doesn't work for you. You rarely listen to advice or ask for outside help
either. You need to be a free agent, to decide for yourself, experiment, and make your own mistakes.
You can be very self-centered without even realizing it, oblivious to the concerns of others. Your own
interests and projects take precedence over everything else.
You want to be "Number One". Just be certain you don't trample over others on your way to your goal or you
will alienate them and become the "odd man out".

Your Career Number is NINE.
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You are suited for activities which benefit people in need or which bring people with diverse backgrounds
and perspectives together: philanthropic or altruistic work, selfless service, social welfare, the arts.
Careers and Vocations: Ministry, public service, doctor, nurse, or other helping professional, veterinarian,
educator, artist, musician, counselor, foreign service, ambassador, any work involving long-range
communications, publishing, broadcasting.

Your Missing Number(s) are:
TWO: You are frequently inconsiderate of others and lack the ability to truly cooperate, compromise, and
appreciate the other person's point of view. You need to develop a sensitive awareness of others' needs and
concerns. You give only what you want to give and relate only on your own terms. Try to be more flexible.
THREE: You often lack a sense of humor and joy in living. You need to allow yourself to play, be
spontaneous, and express yourself more freely and creatively. Try to adopt a more generous, cheerful attitude.
You are also uneasy and unsure of yourself in social situations and must learn to overcome your tendency to
withhold your thoughts and emotions. Singing would be an excellent way for you to free up your resistance to
open communication.
SEVEN: You are disinclined to probe deeply beneath the superficial appearances of things to discover the
hidden aspects, the underlying reasons and causes, the deeper meanings. As long as everything seems to be fine on
the surface, you look no further. You may distrust introspection and the intuitive, non-rational, or mystical
approach to life, and are often out of touch with your own inner feelings and deeper needs. You also may lack a
real, personal, sustaining religious or spiritual faith.

Your First Vowel is A.
Your instinctive response to any situation is ACTION. You are decisive and bold, and you meet life head on.
You think for yourself, you know what you want and you go after it directly. Impulsive and headstrong, it will
take you many years before you learn to look before you leap. You have a sense of adventure and a willingness to
try a new path.
It is difficult for you to be still, to wait, or to allow situations to resolve themselves in their own time. You
always want to DO something, get everything up front, resolve the problem. It is hard for you to live with
ambivalence and uncertainty.
You cannot be deceptive or hide your true thoughts and intentions very easily. You are generally unafraid of
what other people think of you. You dare to be yourself. Often, in fact, you appear oblivious to the impact your
actions have on other people, and you may seem arrogant.

Your First Initial is H.
Your head, rather than your heart, rules you. You follow a logical, carefully planned course or action in order
to achieve your goals in life. You will calculate your strategy, then quietly implement it, often surprising others
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with your results. Behind your rather mild exterior, there lies much strength of character, and often great
ambitions and aspirations.
You are capable, practical, and rather worldly-minded. You envy others with money and position if you do
not possess it yourself, and you are capable of climbing to the top of the ladder of success even if you start at the
bottom.
You love order and generally respect authority. You could attain a place of authority and position in the
world. You are also a watchful person, not easily taken in or fooled.
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